Whippany Park High School
Parent's Guide to Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy

College Board has partnered with Khan Academy to help students prepare for the SAT for free

Please visit the following link:

How Khan Academy Can Help You Prepare for SAT

❖ Tailored personalized practice testing plan
❖ Video lessons by topic in math and English, reading, and writing that appear on the SAT
❖ Practice schedule based on the date that student has scheduled to take the SAT.
❖ Sample math questions and English questions on the SAT for student practice.
❖ Full length SAT practice tests.
❖ Explanations and feedback to practice questions.
How Khan Academy Sets up Personalized Practice Plan

❖ Link college board & Khan Academy accounts for your PSAT/NMQST and/or SAT report.

❖ If you have not taken the PSAT/NMQST and/or SAT, you will take a diagnostic test.

❖ Results from your PSAT/NMQST or SAT or diagnostic test analyzed to create practice plan.

❖ Creates questions that focus on areas of need & practice schedule based for test date.

❖ Go to this link for details on how to set this up. Sign up as a “learner” and use your school email Google account. [https://www.khanacademy.org/sat](https://www.khanacademy.org/sat)
English Lessons by Topics that appear on SAT


Math Video Lessons by Topics that appear on SAT

❖ **Heart of Algebra:**


❖ **Passport to Advanced Mathematics:**


❖ **Problem-Solving and Data Analysis:**


❖ **Additional Topics in Math:**

More SAT Resources

❖ SAT Practice Tests on College Board:
  https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/practice/full-length-practice-tests

❖ SAT Math/English Sample Questions on College Board:
  https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sample-questions